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Question 1. 
What is true about Pure Substance? 
 A. Fixed Melting Point 
B. Fixed Boiling Point. 
C. No fixed M.P and B.P 
D. Fixed  M.P and B.P 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
 
Question 2. 
White gold is used in jewellery and contains two elements, gold and palladium. A jeweller has two 
different samples that are both identical in appearance and have a uniform composition throughout. 
What can be said about the samples? 
 
 A.  They are homogeneous mixtures and be classified as metallic alloys. 
B. The materials are heterogeneous mixtures and can be classified by their components. 
C. The samples have variable compositions and are classified as metallic solutions. 
D. The samples are heterogeneous mixtures that can be separated using magnetic properties.  

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 3. 
Two substances A and B when brought together to form a substance C with the evolution of heat. The 
properties of C are entirely different from those of A and B. the substance C is: 
 A. A compound 
B. An element 
C. A mixture 
D. None of the above 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 4. 
A sample  is in the liquid state.  It is clear and colourless. It does not settle down and does not exhibit 
the Tyndall effect.  This sample is heated and you observe that the liquid  evaporates, leaving a white 
solid in the dish. How can you best describe the original sample of matter? 

A. a solution        
B. a suspension  
C. None of these 
D. Both of these 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 5. 
The percentage of copper and oxygen in samples of CuO obtained by different methods were found 
to be the same. This illustrates the law of: 
 
 A. Constant proportion 
B. Conservation of mass 



C.  Multiple proportions 
D. Reciprocal proportions 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 6. 
1 u or 1 amu means 

 A.  1/12th mass of C-12 atoms 
B. Mass of C-12 atom 
C. Mass of O-16 atom 
D. Mass of Hydrogen molecule 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 7. 
Among the substances  choose the correct sequence of element , compound and mixture-  

A. Brass, Calcium carbonate and Diamond 
B. Diamond, Brass and Calcium carbonate 
C.  Diamond, Calcium carbonate and Brass 
D. Calcium carbonate, Diamond and Brass 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0 
Question 8. 
There are two reactants A and B in a chemical equation and one product C. The mass of the product 
C is 30 g. The Mass of reactant A is 17g. What must be the mass of second reactant B , if the 
equation is to  follow Law of Conservation of Mass ? 

A. 47g    
B. 13 g 
C.  23 g 
D.  none of the above. 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 9. 
If the displacement of an object is proportional to square of time, then the object moves with: 
 
 A. A Uniform velocity 
B. Uniform acceleration 
C. Increasing acceleration 
D. Decreasing acceleration 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 10. 
 From the given v-t graph, it can be inferred that the object is 

 
 A. At rest 
B.  In uniform motion 
C. Moving with uniform acceleration 



D. In non-uniform motion 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 11. 
Suppose a boy is enjoying a ride on a marry-go-round which is moving with a constant speed of 10 
m/s. It implies that the boy is: 
 A. At rest 
B. Moving with no acceleration 
C. In accelerated motion 
D. Moving with uniform velocity 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 12. 
 A particle is moving in a circular path of radius r. The displacement after half a circle would be- 

 
 A. Zero 
B. πr 
C. 2r 
D. 2πr 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 13. 
 Which of the following can sometimes be ‘zero’ for a moving body? 
i. Average velocity 
ii. Distance travelled 
iii. Average speed 
iv. Displacement 
  

A. Only (i) 
B. (i) and (ii) 
C. (i) and (iv) 
D. Only (iv) 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 14. 
 Newton’s third law of motion explains the two forces namely ‘action’ and ‘reaction’ coming into action 
when the two bodies are in contact with each other. These two forces: 

 
 A. Always act on the same body 
B. Always act on the different bodies in opposite directions 
C. Have same magnitude and direction 
D. Acts on either body at normal to each other 

 



MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 15. 
In a rocket, a large volume of gases produced by the combustion of fuel is allowed to escape through 
its tail nozzle in the downward direction with the tremendous speed and makes the rocket to move 
upward. 

  

A. Moment of inertia 
B. Conservation of momentum 
C. Newton’s third law of motion 
D. Newton’s law of gravitation 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 16. 
Organisms lacking nucleus and membrane bound organelles are ? 

A. Diploids 
B. Prokaryotes 
C. Haploids 
D. Eukaryotes 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 17. 
Which of the following organelle is involved in cell wall 
synthesis?                                                                                                                         

A. Mitochondria 
B. Chloroplast 
C. Golgi apparatus 
D. Lysosome 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 18. 
Chitinous cell wall is present in -                                                      

A. Plants 
B. Bacteria 
C. Protists 
D. Fungi 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 19. 
Amoeba acquires its food through a process termed as –                                       

A. Exocytosis 
B. Endocytosis 



C. Plasmolysis 
D. Exocytosis and endocytosis both 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 20. 
Examples of autonomous organelle(s) -               

A. Mitochondria 
B. Chloroplast 
C. Mitochondria and chloroplast 
D. Chloroplast, mitochondria and Golgi-bodies 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 21. 
Which meristem helps in increasing the girth of the plant ? 

A. Primary meristem 
B. Apical meristem 
C. Intercalary meristem 
D. Lateral meristem 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0 
]Question 22. 
Leaves grow due to presence of  -  

A. Apical meristem 
B. Diffused meristem 
C. Intercalary meristem 
D. Mass meristem 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+1 / -0] 
Question 23. 
Ligament is  -           

 A. Modified yellow elastic fibrous tissue 
B. Inelastic white fibrous tissue 
C. Modified white fibrous tissue 
D. None of the above 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+2 / -0] 
Question 24. 
Choose the correctly matched pair –        

 A. Lysosomes – involved in synthesizing amino acids 
B. Microsomes – take part in photosynthesis 
C. Centrosomes – provides enzymes essential for digestion 
D. Endoplasmic reticulum – has a role in the formation of plasma membrane  

 
MCQ Single Correct [+2 / -0] 
Question 25. 
Which of the following statements are true regarding Golgi  apparatus –  

A. Golgi apparatus has polarity. 
B. cis-face is located close to either nucleus or transitional ER 
C. trans- face is located near plasma membrane 
D. All of these 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+2 / -0] 
Question 26. 



The speed - time graph of a car is given here. Using the data in the graph calculate the total distance 
covered by the car. 

 

A. 1250 m      
B. 875 m 
C. 1500 m   
D. 870 m 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+2 / -0] 
Question 27. 

Molecular mass of Na2SO4( at. Mass of Na-23u, S-32u,O-16u) is- 

A. 142 u 
B. 140 u 
C.  145 u 
D. 148 u 

 
MCQ Single Correct [+3 / -0] 
Question 28. 
Observe carefully the diagram given below  and identify solution, suspension and colloidal solution 
among the three test tube respectively- 

 

 A. True Solution, Suspension and Colloid. 
B. Suspension, True Solution and Colloid. 
C. Colloid, Suspension and  True Solution. 
D. Suspension, Colloid and True solution 



 
MCQ Single Correct [+3 / -0] 
Question 29. 
A bus starts from rest and rolls down a hill with a constant acceleration. It travels a distance of 400 m 
in 20 s. What is  the force acting on it if it’s mass is 5000 Kg? 

  

A. 14,000 N  
B. 10,000 N  
C. 12,000 N 
D. None of these  

 
MCQ Single Correct [+3 / -0] 
Question 30. 
Collenchyma tissue is characterized by –          

 A. Isodiametric cells with uniform thickenings 
B. Isodiametric cells with uneven thickenings 
C. Elongated cells with thickenings at selected places 
D. Elongated cells with uniform thickenings 

 

Note-The above content has been absolutely prepared from home 
 

 


